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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention is directed to a method
and apparatus for automatic network stabilization in elec-
tric power supply systems using at least one converter,
and more particularly to prevention of voltage collapse
and loss of synchronism.

Background

[0002] Expansion of electric power grids with renewa-
ble energies will see an increased utilization of power
converters for generation, transmission and energy stor-
age. In order to keep the power system operable and
highly reliable steady state voltage and transmission an-
gle stability have to be ensured besides transient stability.
These fundamental requirements are of particular con-
cern in AC grids with weak converter connection points.
[0003] Weak AC grids are prone to voltage instability
and subsequent voltage collapse if there is a reactive
power unbalance. Voltage instability designates a power
system state where the profile of node voltages cannot
be kept above a certain desired voltage level. If further
decline of AC voltage cannot be stopped voltage collapse
is impending. Voltage collapse can occur, e.g., in con-
nection with reactive power supply by capacitors, stalling
asynchronous motors, over-excitation limitation of syn-
chronous generators or if consumer load voltages are
controlled via on-load transformer tap changers. The volt-
age collapse process is a dynamic process involving in-
herent or external closed-loop control characteristics.
[0004] Being relevant for the present invention voltage
collapse is also known from current sourced line-com-
mutated converters of High Voltage Direct Current
(HVDC) transmission systems (Fig. 1-a) operating on
weak AC grids. A didactic explanation of voltage stability
associated phenomena at HVDC terminals is presented
by Pilotto, Szechtman and Hammad in their paper on
"Transient AC Voltage Related Phenomena for HVDC
Schemes Connected to Weak AC Systems", appearing
in IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp.
1396-1404, 1992. This paper describes on page 1398
the importance of the voltage sensitivity factor to deter-
mine potential regions of voltage instability at an ac/dc
junction. The "voltage sensitivity factor" method was first
practically applied for the design of the Blackwater Back-
to-Back Tie in Clovis, New Mexico, USA. See the paper
by Kühn, Hammad, Güth, Neidhart: "Design and Control
Strategies of HVDC Schemes for AC Voltage Control and
Stabilization" presented at the Int. Conf. on DC Power
Transmission in Montreal, June 1984, pp. 105-108 of the
conference proceedings. Hammad’s and Kuhn’s paper
"A Computation Algorithm for Assessing Voltage Stability
at AC/DC Interconnections", IEEE Transactions on Pow-
er Systems, Vol. PWRS-1, No. 1, Feb. 1986, provides
an in-depth treatment.

[0005] Lee and Andersson summarize existing analyt-
ical methods and include own work on that subject - par-
ticularly on multi-infeed arrangements - in their paper
"Voltage and Power Stability of HVDC Systems - Emerg-
ing Issues and New Analytical Methodologies", VII SE-
POPE, Curitiba, Brazil, 23 - 28 May 2000. Practically rel-
evant for controller design remain the a.m. "voltage sen-
sitivity factor" and the related "voltage-power character-
istic" both identifying the maximum transferrable power
of the network for given network conditions. This infor-
mation on critical network conditions is used during op-
eration with the intention to circumvent unstable operat-
ing regions. This, however, cannot be guaranteed for the
future where grid expansion changes the unstable oper-
ating regions.
[0006] A safe way to prevent voltage instability is the
utilization of a static compensator as, e.g., the STAT-
COM. IEEE Special Publication "Voltage Sourced Con-
verter (VSC) Applications in Power Transmission", no.
08TP200, refers to this device in sec. 3.1 as a "specific
application for the compensation of DC transmission".
The use of a STATCOM is only justifiable in weak AC
grids. A DC link operating on a normally strong AC grid
does not need and does not use a STATCOM. Then re-
duction of the short circuit power capacity through an
unexpected fault or unplanned switching event may
cause unstable conditions and voltage collapse if no
countermeasures are taken. For line-commutated con-
verters there exist presently two different countermeas-
ures, one of which is described by Bunch and Kosterev
in their paper "Design and Implementation of AC Voltage
Dependent Current Order Limiter at Pacific HVDC Inter-
tie", IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery, PE-408-
PWRD-0-01-1999. Voltage Dependent Current Order
Limitation (VDCOL) was introduced into the PDCI (Pa-
cific HVDC Intertie) controls to cope with new operating
conditions due to environmental requirements (see chap-
ter III of the paper). Main reason for the implementation
of VDCOL was the August 10, 1996 WSCC outage in the
USA.
[0007] The second measure reduces spontaneously
the power order at the occurrence of certain network con-
ditions as described in the a.m. paper "Design and Con-
trol Strategies of HVDC Schemes for AC Voltage Control
and Stabilization" on page 106, text below Fig. 1. Here
for a Back-to-Back Tie the nominal power of 200 MW is
reduced to 60 MW to cope with the reduced SCR-value
at an AC line trip following a three phase short circuit.
[0008] VDCOL is not always reliable since for very
weak converter connection points the depression of AC
voltage at the stability limit is not high enough to actuate
VDCOL. The converter can then suddenly and without
any early indication go from stable to unstable as depict-
ed in Fig. 5-a of the inventor’s paper "Control and Stability
of Power Inverters Feeding Renewable Power to Weak
AC Grids with No or Low Mechanical Inertia", IEEE Power
Systems Conference and Exhibition, Seattle, USA, 15-18
March 2009. The second measure - which can be called
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Event Actuated Power Order Reduction (EAPOR) - re-
quires exact knowledge of the maximum transferable
power levels for all possible system operating states in-
cluding worst case contingencies. With ongoing installa-
tions of renewable generation facilities and correspond-
ing changes of the load flow it will be difficult if not im-
possible to keep track of necessary modifications of the
power reduction schedule.
[0009] After all it can be stated: presently implemented
real-time controls do not reliably prevent voltage collapse
when operating on a weak AC grid.
[0010] Besides the above treated classical line-com-
mutated converters now self-commutated voltage
sourced converters play an increasingly important role
in HVDC power transmission. Contrary to classic HVDC
transmission these converters permit continuous voltage
control in addition to real power transfer. Power from off-
shore wind farms will predominantly be transmitted via
HVDC links using voltage sourced self-commutated con-
verters. These converters are also preferably used for
distributed generation of renewable energies (solar cell
facilities, fuel cells, battery storage plants and frequency
converters) on medium and low voltage level.
[0011] Since the voltage-sourced self-commutated
converter will be equipped with defined voltage control
capability voltage stability is usually not considered as a
problem. Even when the internal converter voltage hits
its ceiling the voltage is at least supported. Frequency
stability as it is often addressed in connection with the
substitution of rotating synchronous generators by self-
commutated converters can actually be achieved
through implementation of artificial rotating mass in con-
verter controls as shown in the before mentioned paper.
[0012] Another type of instability relates to the trans-
mission angle of the network the converter is connected
to. For a radial system the transmission angle is the dif-
ference of the phase angles of the terminal voltages of
a radial AC line. For a meshed network it refers to the
difference between Thevenin’s equivalent voltage and
the terminal voltage. From the voltage magnitude no con-
clusion can be drawn regarding the transmission angle.
The voltage control capability of the converter can even
hide transmission angle instability. This can be consid-
ered as a major problem in future power grids if not ad-
equately addressed and cured. Transmission angle in-
stability can lead to loss of synchronism. The currently
envisaged use of Voltage Phasor Measurements via the
Global Positioning System (GPS) cannot be considered
as remedial measure in connection with converters since
a state estimator including converters, converter based
transmission systems and controls, particularly control
limits, is not available at the time being. The following
describes the mechanism leading to transmission angle
instability.
[0013] In general it is assumed that voltage sourced
self-commutated converters can easily cope with weak
system conditions. Actually they do not need at all an
active AC grid and they can provide continuous voltage

control. However, a digital computer study conducted for
the present invention showed that also self-commutated
converters can cause instability in connection with weak
AC grids. The study holds for a simple generic but nev-
ertheless representative equivalent circuit (Fig. 1-b). Di-
agrams showing the dependency between real power
(P) and reactive power (Q) (Fig. 1-c and 1-d) as well as
time line diagrams of converter and AC grid quantities
reveal possible stability problems: Fig. 3-a, 3-b, 4-a, 4-b
and 4-c hold for unlimited reactive power supply capa-
bility and Fig. 5-a, 5-b, 6-a, 6-b and 6-c for limited reactive
power supply capability of the self-commutated convert-
er.
[0014] The PQ-diagrams (Fig. 1-c and 1-d) given here
hold for equal magnitudes of the internal (V0) and termi-
nal (V1) AC voltages (Fig. 1-b). For different voltages
(V0, V1) the diagram shifts along the Q-axis and the circle
diameter changes in proportion to the product of the volt-
ages. The circle will be transposed horizontally when
there is a parallel capacitance at the AC converter termi-
nal (either, e.g., stemming from a compensating con-
denser or from an AC line). This shift on the Q-axis has
to be considered for the stability analysis described fur-
ther below.
[0015] Operating point "a" in Fig. 1-c and 1-d holds for
a closed switch (S) (Fig. 1-b). Operating point "b" holds
for an open switch (S). The power angle of the inverter
(δinv,a, δinv,b) and the power transmission angle (δ1a, δ1b)
of the AC grid adopt values in accordance with the power
transfer level and the values of the coupling reactance
Xinv (Xinv,a, Xinv,b) and the grid reactance (Xa, Xb). Since
for the present simulations the phase angle of the equiv-
alent internal AC voltage is chosen as zero, the power
transmission angle δ1 has the same value as the phase
angle phase_V1 of the AC terminal voltage.
[0016] When the switch (S) is opened the power (P)
reduces immediately down to the value at operating point
"b" which is lower than the maximum transferable power
(MTP) of the AC-grid. The MTP-level can be calculated
from 

[0017] The converter power controller detects the pow-
er control error and responds by increasing the phase
angle (phase_Vq1) of the internal converter voltage
(Vq1) to compensate for this error. However, the real
power supplied by the inverter can not become larger
than the MTP-level. Because the controller does not
know the value of the MTP-level it will increase the DC
current beyond the MTP-point and actually decrease the
real power. If not stopped through protective measures
the operating point will cycle through inverter and rectifier
operation (Fig. 1-d).
[0018] Fig. 3-a and 5-a show this cycling via the depic-
tion of power/angle-trajectories. Fig. 3-a holds for inverter
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controlled AC voltage without reactive power supply lim-
itation. Fig. 5-a holds for limited reactive power supply
capability. Fig. 3-b and 5-b show the corresponding
phase angles of the AC terminal voltage (phase_V1) and
the converter internal voltage (phase_Vq1). Their differ-
ence is the converter’s power angle.
[0019] The changing radius of the converter PQ-Dia-
gram (Fig. 1-d) reflects the change of the reactive power
supply requirement when the operating point moves from
"a" to "b" and then through the bold solid circle clockwise
from "b" via "c" to "d" and then back to "b". For the situation
depicted in Fig. 1-d the rated converter power (line-dotted
circle going through "a" and "d") is not exceeded. That
is, the inverter controls the AC voltage magnitude (V1)
(Fig. 4-c) also within the unstable region of the transmis-
sion angle (phase_V1) (Fig. 3-a). If the unstable operat-
ing point "d" of the grid PQ-diagram (Fig. 1-d) would lie
outside rated converter power the AC voltage would de-
crease, however, it does not collapse (Fig. 6-c). The AC
voltage magnitude is, therefore, no proper criterion to
predict an impending instability.
[0020] After opening the switch (S) (Fig. 1-b) transmis-
sion angle instability occurs in both the cases, for fully
controllable AC terminal voltage as well as for limited
control. For full voltage control the stability limit lies at
90° (Fig. 3-a), limited voltage control yields an angle of
75° (Fig. 5-a).
[0021] Wide-system outages in all parts of the world
occurring during the last decades have enforced re-
search work in the power system community to under-
stand better the voltage collapse phenomena and to find
methods and tools to solve the problem. Considering the
immense consequences of outages for economy and dai-
ly life these investigations are necessary and urgent, par-
ticularly in light of the planned power generation additions
using large amounts of wind power and in contrast to
this, the inadequacy of the actual power grids. Loss of
revenues can sum up to millions of dollars for such sys-
tems as the WSCC grid if outages last several hours.
[0022] Fundamental contributions are Cutsem’s paper
on "Voltage Instability: Phenomena, Countermeasures,
and Analysis Methods", Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol.
88, No. 2, Feb. 2000, p. 208-227, and the IEEE Special
Publication "Voltage Stability Assessment: Concepts,
Practices and Tools", Product No. SP101PSS, August
2002. Both the publications deal with pure AC systems,
except for a short hint on page 215 of Cutsem’s paper
on HVDC modulation - last section before chapter IV.
Specifics of converter related problems are not covered
although HVDC transmission systems have a very strong
impact on grid stability as shown by Hammad in his paper
on "Stability and Control of HVDC and AC Transmission
in Parallel", IEEE Trans. on Power Delivery, Vol. 14, No.
4, pp. 1545-1554, Oct. 1999. The coupling of the trans-
mission angle of a parallel AC/DC transmission with the
AC terminal voltage of the converters introduces even
more complexity into the problem then a pure DC trans-
mission does. Also here application of the voltage sen-

sitivity factor is possible as mentioned on page 1550 of
the paper.
[0023] Patents and patent application publications re-
viewed by the author relate to voltage stabilization in AC
power systems with no particular features for intercon-
nected AC/DC systems. The subsequent assessment of
their meaning for converter equipped power systems
shows that these patents as to the judgment of the author
are not usable for an avoidance of voltage collapse in
AC/DC systems.
[0024] European Patent EP 1 723 482 B1, Pub. Date:
April 09, 2008, relates to a special method for voltage
stabilization when using a transformer. The proposed
controls are meant to operate in case of dynamic insta-
bilities. I.e., after a line and/or load impedance change
the power grid is still statically capable of meeting the
real power request. This does not cover static unbalance
of power demand and transferable power which is the
reason for steady state voltage instability and following
dynamic voltage collapse.
[0025] United States Patents US 6,219,591 B1, Date
of Patent: Apr. 17, 2001, and US 6,249,719 B1, Date of
Patent: June 19, 2001, relate to a voltage instability pre-
dictor identifying in real time proximity to the stability limit
and providing a signal which can be used, e.g., to impose
a limit on loading or to shed load when the limit is ex-
ceeded, to block on-load tap changing (OLTC) transform-
ers or to enhance static VAR systems which can mask
an imminent voltage collapse. A certain margin between
actual power and maximum transferable power should
not be exceeded to reliably avoid instability. However,
selection of the margin involves heuristics, i.e., the esti-
mation of closeness to instability is not secure. Also it is
doubtful whether the method can be applied for convert-
ers at all because of control limits becoming effective at
certain operational conditions leaving no time for the nec-
essary estimation process. And if it could be applied it
would only provide load-shedding by reducing the power
set value of the converter. This would not be a stabiliza-
tion method with automatic adaption to maximum trans-
fer-able power as it is desired for maximum efficiency.
[0026] United States Patent Application Publication
US 2003/0011348 A1, Pub. Date: Jan. 16, 2003, discuss-
es possible combinations of conventional and renewable
generation facilities, including converters and a so called
co-active controller. However, specific converter related
methods and apparatus for automatic voltage and trans-
mission angle stabilization are in no aspect addressed
and clarified, particular the problem of voltage collapse,
the underlying destabilizing phenomena and related con-
crete miti-gating converter implemented methods and
means are no subject in that material.
[0027] EP 2 009 760 A2 relates to a power system
stabilizer which includes a sensor configured for sensing
a signal representative of electro-mechanical oscillations
of the power system, a controller configured for using the
sensed signal for generating control signals for damping
the electro-mechanical oscillations, and a damper includ-
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ing a damping converter being coupled to the damping
converter through a power bus, the damping converter
configured for using the control signals for damping the
electro-mechanical oscillations.
[0028] According to the current state of the art there is
no secure method available detecting instability of the
line-commutated or self-commutated converter and con-
ducting an operation with maximum transferrable net-
work power.

Summary of the Invention

[0029] The object is to provide a method and apparatus
which alleviate the electric power system from these de-
ficiencies and problems, at least to some degree. This
object is solved by the methods and apparatus given in
the independent claims. Preferred embodiments of the
invention are given in the respective dependent claims.
[0030] Contrary to the above described state-of-the-
art methods of voltage dependent current order limiting
and event actuated power order reduction the present
invention detects reliably voltage and transmission angle
instability and it protects against voltage collapse and
loss of synchronism irrespective of whatever network
changes will take place in the future. Furthermore the
converter power adapts itself to maximum transferable
network power thus providing maximum efficiency.
[0031] The present invention - in the following referred
to as Voltage Collapse Preventer (VCP) - can be used
in stand alone or to back-up existing but not reliably work-
ing methods and implementations. The VCP consists of
a real time stability analyzer, a closed loop sign reverser
and a closed loop stabilizing controller. Only local meas-
urements are needed. The VCP works for small and slow
as well as for fast and large changes impacting the short
circuit power ratio of the network. It is a dynamic device.
[0032] The invention is applicable for line-commutated
as well as for self-commutated converters. The invention
can also be used for the sole purpose of voltage collapse
prevention when there is no other need for a power con-
verter.
[0033] The invention provides for a reliable and effi-
cient power supply system using line-commutated and/or
self-commutated converters by avoiding voltage and an-
gle instability with an automatic adaption of the converter
power to the maximum transferrable network power.

Brief description of the drawings

[0034] The invention and preferred embodiments
thereof are described in more detail below with reference
to the drawings in which:

Fig. 1-a is single line diagram showing a line-com-
mutated converter with a capacitor bank and filter
circuits for reactive power compensation and har-
monic filtering,

Fig. 1-b is an arrangement for the investigation of
transmission angle stability of a voltage sourced self-
commutated converter operating on a weak AC grid,

Fig. 1-c are superimposed PQ-diagrams of an AC
grid and a voltage sourced self-commutated convert-
er,

Fig. 1-d is a PQ-plot showing cycling through the grid
PQ-diagram when an AC line is tripped,

Fig. 1-e is a PQ-plot of the AC grid which shows the
changes of real power and reactive power for stabi-
lized operation around the crest of the voltage/power
curve of Fig. 1-f,

Fig. 1-f is the voltage over real power characteristic
(Vgrid=f(P)) at a weak AC connection point for un-
controlled voltage,

Fig. 2-a is a basic configuration for bidirectional DC
power transfer using line-commutated or self-com-
mutated converters,

Fig. 2-b is a block diagram for a DC power transmis-
sion using line-commutated converters including
controls for stability analysis and stability control us-
ing sign reversal of the current control loop,

Fig. 2-c is a block diagram like that in Fig. 2-b, but
without sign reversal of the control loop, Fig. 2-d is
a block diagram for a DC power transmission using
self-commutated converters including controls for
stability analysis and stability control using sign re-
versal of the current or power control loop,

Fig. 2-e is a block diagram like that in Fig. 2-d, but
without sign reversal of the control loop,

Fig. 2-f is a block diagram for self-commutated con-
verters for power feed-in by wind turbines or water
power turbines including controls for stability analy-
sis and stability control with sign reversal of the con-
trol loop,

Fig. 2-g is the block diagram for a self-commutated
converter when directly coupled to a DC source for
generation and energy storage including controls for
stability analysis and stability control with sign re-
versal of the control loop,

Fig. 3-a is a plot of real power (P) over the transmis-
sion angle (phase_V1) for a self-commutated con-
verter with controlled converter terminal voltage,

Fig. 3-b is an oscillogram of the phase angle
(phase_V1) of the converter terminal voltage and of
the phase angle (phase_Vq1) of the internal convert-
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er voltage for controlled terminal voltage,

Fig. 4-a is an oscillogram of voltages, powers and
currents for controlled converter terminal voltage,

Fig. 4-b is an oscillogram of quantities being relevant
for stability analysis for controlled converter terminal
voltage,

Fig. 4-c is an oscillogram of the controlled converter
terminal voltage,

Fig. 5-a is a plot of real power (P) over the transmis-
sion angle (phase_V1) for a self-commutated con-
verter with limited reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 5-b is an oscillogram of the phase angle
(phase_V1) of the converter terminal voltage and the
phase angle (phase_Vq1) of the internal converter
voltage for limited reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 6-a is an oscillogram of voltages, powers and
currents for limited reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 6-b is an oscillogram of quantities being relevant
for stability analysis with limited reactive power sup-
ply capability,

Fig. 6-c is an oscillogram of the converter terminal
voltage for limited reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 7 is a block diagram for a DC transmission sys-
tem with current-sourced line-commutated convert-
ers and the rectifier working on a weak grid (N1),
including provisions for stability analysis and stabi-
lizing control with operation at the stability limit,

Fig. 8 is a block diagram for a DC transmission sys-
tem with current sourced line-commutated convert-
ers and the rectifier working on a weak grid, including
provisions for stability analysis and stabilizing con-
trol, whereby the current reference value (Id_ref) is
automatically set in dependency of the maximum
transferable network power,

Fig. 9 is a block diagram for a DC transmission sys-
tem with line-commutated converters and the invert-
er operating on a weak AC grid (N1) including pro-
visions for built-in stability analysis and stabilizing
control,

Fig. 10-a-1 is a block diagram of a DC transmission
system or a frequency converter using a voltage
sourced self-commutated inverter including provi-
sions for stability analysis and stabilizing control with
operation at the stability limit,

Fig. 10-a-2 is a block diagram of a DC transmission

system or a frequency converter using a voltage
sourced self-commutated inverter including provi-
sions for stability analysis and stabilizing controls
with a power reference value automatically set in de-
pendency of the maximum transferable network
power,

Fig. 10-b is a block diagram for the generation of
pulse width modulated switching signals using a
phase-locked-loop circuit for synchronization,

Fig. 10-c is a block diagram for the generation of
pulse width modulated switching signals without a
phase-locked-loop circuit using phase angle control
on the basis of a frequency over power droop,

Fig. 10-d is a block diagram for the generation of
pulse width modulated switching signals without a
phase-locked-loop circuit using phase angle control
on the basis of a power over frequency droop,

Fig. 10-e is a block diagram for the generation of
pulse width modulated switching signals without a
phase-locked-loop circuit using frequency control on
the basis of a power over frequency droop,

Fig. 10-f is a block diagram for the generation of pulse
width modulated switching signals without a phase-
locked-loop circuit using frequency control on the ba-
sis of a frequency over power droop,

Fig. 11-a is a plot of the AC grid voltage (Vgrid) over
real power (P) for stabilized operation of the line-
commutated rectifier at the stability limit,

Fig. 11-b is a plot of the transmission angle
(delta_grid) over real power (P) for stabilized oper-
ation of the line-commutated rectifier at the stability
limit,

Fig. 11-c is an oscillogram of the stability limit detec-
tion signal (slds) for stabilized operation of the line-
commutated rectifier at the stability limit,

Fig. 11-d contains oscillograms of the power set val-
ue (P*) and the actual value (P) over time for stabi-
lized operation of the line-commutated rectifier at the
stability limit,

Fig. 11-e contains oscillograms of the AC grid volt-
age (Vgrid), the internal grid voltage (Vi) and the
transmission angle (delta_grid) over time for stabi-
lized operation of the line-commutated rectifier at the
stability limit,

Fig. 11-f contains oscillograms of DC voltage (Vd),
DC current (Id) and firing angle (alpha) for stabilized
operation of the line-commutated rectifier at the sta-
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bility limit,,

Fig. 11-7 is a display of the stability status

Fig. 11-8 are oscillograms of the actual power (P)
and the set value (P*) overtime to demonstrate pow-
er limitation and adaption to the maximum transfer-
able power when using a proportional controller for
stabilizing control,

Fig. 12-1 is a plot of the AC voltage (Vgrid) over real
power (P) at a reduction of the internal grid voltage
(Vi) using MTP dependent power order tracking,

Fig. 12-2 is a plot of the transmission angle
(delta_grid) over real power (P) for a reduction of the
internal grid voltage using MTP dependent power
order tracking,

Fig. 12-3 are oscillograms of the set value (P*) and
the actual value (P) of real power and of the reactive
power exchange (Q) between converter and AC grid
using MTP dependent power order tracking,

Fig. 12-4 are oscillograms of AC voltage (Vgrid), in-
ternal AC grid voltage (Vi) and transmission angle
(delta_grid) using MTP dependent power order
tracking,

Fig. 12-5 are oscillograms of DC voltage (Vd), DC
current (Id) and firing angle (alpha) using MTP de-
pendent power order tracking,

Fig. 12-6 are oscillograms of the inverted stability
limit detection signal (slds), the pulsed change of the
current reference value (red_Id) and the hold signal
(P_reduce) for automatic reduction of the power set
value,

Fig. 13-a is a plot of the AC grid voltage over real
power covering the range from nominal operation
over the maximum transferable power point to com-
mutation failures and

Fig. 13-b is the corresponding oscillogram of the in-
verter extinction angle at the occurrence of commu-
tation failures,

Fig. 13-c is a plot of AC voltage over real power,

Fig. 13-d is a plot of the reference value and the
actual value of the DC current,

Fig. 13-e are oscillograms of various converter an-
gles,

Fig. 13-f are oscillograms of the actual and the set
value of real power, of the DC voltage and of the

terminal voltage as well as the equivalent internal
voltage of the AC grid,

Fig. 14-a are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents as well as of control signals used in the sta-
bility analyzer and the stabilizing controller when op-
erating a voltage sourced self-commutated inverter
at the steady state stability limit with unlimited reac-
tive power supply capability,

Fig. 14-b is plot of real power (P) over the transmis-
sion angle (= phase angle (phase_V1)) for the con-
ditions being valid in Fig. 14-a,

Fig. 14-c are oscillograms of the phase angle
(phase_V1) of the converter terminal voltage (V1)
and of the phase angle (phase_Vq1) of the internal
inverter voltage (Vq1) for the conditions being valid
in Fig. 14-a,

Fig. 15-a are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents as well as of signals used for the stability
analyzer and the stabilizing controller when operat-
ing a voltage sourced self-commutated inverter at
the steady state stability limit with limited reactive
power capability,

Fig. 15-b is plot of real power (P) over the transmis-
sion angle (= phase angle (phase_V1)) of the con-
verter terminal voltage for the conditions being valid
in Fig. 15-a,

Fig. 15-c is an oscillogram of the phase angle
(phase_V1) of the converter terminal voltage for the
conditions being valid in Fig. 15-a,

Fig. 16-a are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents demonstrating stability of a voltage sourced
self-commutated inverter for small and slow chang-
es,

Fig. 16-b are oscillograms of control signals holding
for the conditions being valid in connection with Fig.
16-a,

Fig. 16-c is a plot of real inverter power over the
transmission angle (= phase angle phase_V1),
whereby the inverter is operated as in Fig. 16a,

Fig. 16-d is a plot of phase angle (phase_V1), where-
by the inverter is operated as in Fig. 16-a,

Fig. 17-a are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents when using the reactive current gradient at
limited reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 17-b are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents when using the reactive current gradient at
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full reactive power supply capability,

Fig. 17-c are oscillograms of voltages, powers and
currents when using the real current gradient at lim-
ited reactive power supply capability.

Fig. 18 are oscillograms of voltages, powers, cur-
rents and the power error (after sign reversal) for
proportional stabilizing control

Detailed Description

[0035] The present invention comprises two main as-
pects:

a) Stability analysis which runs in parallel to normal
converter controls and which detects the operating
status, i.e. whether the current operating point is sta-
ble or unstable and

b) an automatic stabilizing control augmenting nor-
mal converter power control while using a stability
limit detection signal determined through preceding
stability analysis

[0036] Since the stability relevant voltage/power inter-
relationships for current sourced line-commutated and
voltage sourced self-commutated converters are differ-
ent both these devices are dealt with separately despite
of common features and properties of the invention.

Line-Commutated Converter

[0037] Starting with the line-commutated converter the
core idea behind the present invention relates to the fact
that at minimum firing angle, resp. extinction angle, a
decrease of AC voltage causes a decrease of DC voltage
and a corresponding decrease of DC power. The DC
current controller compensates for the decrease of DC
voltage and keeps the DC power constant. As long as
the operating point lies on the upper branch of the volt-
age/power-characteristic of the AC network the operation
remains stable (Fig. 1-f).
[0038] When the maximum transferable power (MTP)
is reached, the operation becomes unstable since further
increase of the DC current on the lower branch of the
voltage/power-characteristic yields less real power. The
AC voltage collapses within a time frame determined by
the speed of the power controller. This collapse can be
prevented through an automatic detection of the transfer
from the stable branch to the unstable branch and an
automatic control which brings the operating point back
to the stable branch. Required are a stability analyzer
and a stabilizing controller to reverse the DC current
change from increase to decrease.
[0039] For stability analysis two network quantities are
needed, whereby the second quantity is a function of the
first quantity. The first quantity is the real power (P) flow-

ing between the converter and the network. The second
quantity is the corresponding real current (I). The deriv-
atives of real current with respect to time (dI/dt) and real
power with respect to time (dP/dt) are determined
through measurements and filtering. As long as both
these gradients have the same sign the operating point
lies on the upper branch of the voltage/power-character-
istic. If the signs are different the operating point lies on
the lower branch of the characteristic. So the signs can
be used to form a stability criterion.
[0040] Real power (P) and real current (I) can either
be measured as DC quantities or as AC quantities. Rel-
evant are in any case real power and real current at the
weak AC connection point.
[0041] If the converters are terminals of a bidirectional
DC link which connects either synchronous or asynchro-
nous networks (N1, N2) (Fig. 2-a), then under normal AC
voltage conditions as well as for a weak inverter grid (ex-
tinction angle at its minimum) the rectifier controls the
DC current. If the rectifier grid is weak and the rectifier
firing angle reaches its minimum value then DC current
control is transferred to the inverter according to the usu-
ally applied marginal current control principle. In both the
cases the access point for stabilizing control is the con-
verter lying opposite to the weak grid. For closed loop
stabilization measurement location and control location
should preferably be the same. Therefore, measure-
ments at that converter which controls the DC current
are actually employed. Losses have to be taken into ac-
count accordingly.
[0042] The stabilizing measures depend partly on
whether the converter connected to the weak AC Grid
operates as rectifier or as inverter. The following treat-
ment is, therefore, separated in two parts, wherein the
first one deals with the rectifier mode and the second one
with the inverter mode.
[0043] Rectifier stabilization can be achieved in two
ways. The first one stabilizes the system around the MTP-
point. The second one stabilizes the system through ad-
ditional adaptive power order reduction. In the following
the latter feature is called "MTP-dependent power order
tracking". Accordingly there are two types of the Voltage
Collapse Preventer, Type A (VCP-A) of Fig. 7 and type
B (VCP-B) of Fig. 8. Both types of the VCP contain as
fundamental elements a stability analyzer 1, a sign re-
verser 2 and a stabilizing controller 3.
[0044] The stability limit detection signal (slds) formed
by the stability analyzer 1 provides information on wheth-
er the operating point lies on the upper or lower branch
of the voltage/power characteristic. The signal is used
as input to the sign reverser 2 to change the sign of the
stabilizing controller 3. In this way the operating point it
shifted back from the unstable branch to the stable
branch. If the sign of the stabilizing controller 3 would
now be kept the power would continuously decrease on
the upper branch. Therefore, this process is stopped by
bringing the sign back to its former value and the whole
process repeats again. In this way the operating points
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shifts automatically around the MTP-point.
[0045] The pulse generator 22 provides clock signals
(TS1 and TS2) of adjustable frequency, e.g. 1 kHz, and
adjustable complementary pulse durations, e.g. 70 %
and 30 %. Depending on the status of the stability limit
detection signal (slds) either one of the clock signals (TS1
or TS2) is fed through the switch "US" (20) to the sign
reversal switch "VZU" (21). The effect of the clock signals
is twofold. They provide smooth control between sign
reversals and in addition they provide sufficient rate of
change of the quantities used for forming time gradients.
[0046] The stability limit detection signal (slds) is
formed through threshold block 13. The input of threshold
block 13 is a signal obtained through differentiating the
first network quantity (P) and the second network quantity
(I = f(P)) in the differentiators 11 and 10 and multiplication
of their outputs via the multiplier 12. Filters in the differ-
entiators 10 and 11 provide necessary smoothing.
[0047] The stability limit detection signal (slds) is also
used for an annunciator 4 to alert the operator on the
operation at the stability limit.
[0048] The stabilizing controller 3 contains the sign re-
versal switch "VZU" (21), the subtractor 31 to form the
current control error, the divider "Divl" (30) to form the
current set value Id* out of the power set value P*, and
it contains controller 32 with a suitable algorithm.
[0049] To suppress the swings around the nose of the
curve some elements are added resulting in the circuitry
of Fig. 8. The direct current set value (Id*) formed in di-
vider "DIV_1" (30) of the stabilizing controller 3 is reduced
by a pulsed change of the current reference value
(rcd_Id) which is generated through pulse former "PF1"
(51). This shifts the operating point back to the upper
branch of Fig. 1-a. To keep now the operating point on
the upper branch, a change of the current set value (ΔId*)
formed in the reference value changer 6 is simultaneous-
ly added to the current set value (Id*) providing for a cer-
tain distance from the MTP-point.
[0050] This produces the now lowered DC current ref-
erence value (Id_ref) which is compared with the actual
DC current value (Id) in subtractor 31 producing the cur-
rent control error ΔId (Id* - Id). Via the sign reversal re-
verser 2 the current control error (ΔId) is fed to controller
32 the output of which is the control signal "u" used to
control the firing angle of the inverter (INV).
[0051] The reference value changer 6 works as fol-
lows: The power error (P-P*) occurring when the MTP-
point is reached is multiplied by an adjustable factor "GP"
and then kept constant through the sample&hold circuit
(S&H) the output of which is then the calibrated change
of the power set value (ΔP*). The hold signal (P_reduce)
for the sample&hold circuit (S&H) is generated in the
power reducer 7. The output of the divider "DIV_2" in 6
is the change of the current set value (Ald*). The effect
of the calibrated change of the current set value (ΔId*) is
that the reference value of the DC current (Id_ref) is au-
tomatically changed in accordance with the maximum
transferable power of the AC network. Hence, one ob-

tains adaptive MTP-dependent power order tracking.
Changes of the stability limit caused through structural
network changes, load change or voltage change in re-
sponse to AC faults are automatically taken into account
for forming the reference value (Id_ref) of the DC current.
[0052] A manual adjustment of a lower power set value
(P*) fed to divider "DIV1" (30) and activated through "pow-
er change command up and down" in the power change
commander 8 and "command P_down" in the power re-
ducer 7 is prepared through a negative current pulse
"red_Id1" formed through pulse former "PF2" (72) in the
power reducer 7. This preparation is necessary to pre-
vent coincidental occurrence of a manual power reduc-
tion command when operating on the lower branch of the
voltage/power-curve. This would cause further decrease
of the power on the lower branch in connection with fur-
ther current increase and voltage decline.
[0053] Digital computer simulations prove the viability
of the above described method and the technical feasi-
bility of the proposed circuits of Fig. 7 and 8. Fig. 11 and
12 demonstrate this for the current sourced line-commu-
tated rectifier operating on a weak AC system. Fig. 7 and
the corresponding Fig. 11 hold for operation without
MTP-dependent power order tracking and Fig. 8 and the
corresponding Fig. 12 hold for operation with MTP-de-
pendent power order tracking. The current sourced line-
commutated inverter (INV) operating on a weak AC sys-
tem (N1) (Fig. 9) will be dealt with in a separate chapter
due to its specific properties.
[0054] Main data of the rectifier are: rated DC power
200 MW, rated DC current 3.6 kA, nominal AC terminal
voltage 230 kV, short circuit voltage of the converter
transformer 12 %, nominal firing angle (alpha) of the rec-
tifier 15°, nominal reactive power supply of filter circuits
and condenser bank 125 MVAR. The weak AC grid is
represented by an equivalent circuit consisting of a
source voltage (Vi) and a reactance.
[0055] The following simulation holds for a PID-con-
troller (32): gain of the proportional part is 3 kA/kVdc,
time constant and gain of the integral part are 0.03 s and
1 kA/kVdc, respectively, time constant and gain of the
derivative part are 0.2 s and 2 kA/kV, respectively. DC
voltage (Vd) is controlled via the rectifier (REC) and the
DC current (Id) is controlled via the inverter (INV) for all
network conditions. This assumption implies that at sink-
ing rectifier AC voltage and minimum rectifier firing angle
DC current control is transferred to the inverter according
to the marginal current control method. In the simulation
the under-load-tap-changer of the rectifier transformer is
blocked which is a conservative assumption.
[0056] Fig. 11-a and 11-b show curves of AC grid volt-
age "Vgrid" and transmission angle "delta_grid" versus
real power "P" for a short circuit power ratio SCR = 1.85.
The power is ramped up starting with 155 MW. At 195
MW the MTP level is reached. The voltage at this power
level is still above 220 kV, i.e. VDCOL would not be ac-
tuated. The stability limit detection signal "slds" switches
from one to zero when the MTP level is reached (Fig. 11-
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c). This signal is used to change the sign of the stabilizing
controller (3). With each change between logic zero and
logic one and vice versa the operating point swings
around the MTP-value of the voltage/power curve of the
network (N1). The AC grid voltage moves between about
215 kV and 223 kV at the stability limit which are normal
values.
[0057] Fig. 11-d shows the powers over time with the
actual power "P" reaching the MTP level shortly before
30 s and the set value "P*" ramping somewhat further
before being stopped. The stop can be achieved through
the use of the stability limit detection signal (slds) itself
or, as it is done here, through sensing a certain difference
between the power set value (P*) and the actual power
(P) while ramping up the set value. To implement this
feature the "power change command up and down" in
(8) is combined over an AND-gate with "P_reduce" of (7)
(not shown in Fig. 8).
[0058] Fig. 11-e shows further the AC grid "Vgrid" and
the transmission angle "delta_grid" over time. It can be
clearly seen that the voltage is already on the way down
shortly before 30 s. Without the VCP the voltage would
definitely collapse. However, here the VCP stops the volt-
age decline and stabilizes the transmission at the MTP
level, i.e., at maximum transferable power. If the voltage
swings are not wanted or acceptable further means as
described below are available to move the operating
point automatically away from the MTP level. Fig. 11-f
shows the effect of the VCP on DC quantities. The DC
voltage is not depressed as it would be the case with
VDCOL. The DC current does not go beyond its nominal
value.
[0059] The MTP-point for a higher SCR value than 1.85
would be reached at a relatively low value of the AC grid
voltage. Then other means as, e.g., voltage dependent
current order limiting (VDCOL) could possibly provide
protection against voltage collapse. If, however, VDCOL
would be tuned to the higher SCR value and the SCR
value would change to a lower value, e.g., through an
AC line trip, instability and voltage collapse would occur
if there is no back-up. The VCP detects the situation ir-
respective of the absolute voltage magnitude, and stabi-
lizes the transmission. Thus the VCP provides also a
back-up for a VDCOL function.
[0060] Operation at the stability limit can directly be
indicated in the control room through annunciator 4 (Fig.
7 and 8) by an audible or visible alarm (Fig. 11-7). Thus,
the operating personnel will immediately be alerted on
the special situation and they can manually activate a
lower power level as shown further down.
[0061] The PID-controller (32) used for above simula-
tions can be substituted by a purely proportional control-
ler which can either be inserted before or after the sign
reverser 2 (Fig. 7 and 8). In any case an additional first
order time delay has to be included after the sign revers-
er. The following demonstrates the viability of the solution
when a proportional controller is arranged before the sign
reverser 2. The gain of the P-controller is 20 and the time

constant and the gain of the delay function are 1 s, resp.
1 kV/1 kA. The converter is connected to the AC grid via
two parallel AC lines, the inductivities of which are 0.38
H and 0.8 H, respectively.
[0062] In Fig. 11-8 the starting value of the DC power
set value (P*) is 180 MW. The power order ramps linearly
from this value up to 250 MW. At a power of 227 MW the
MTP-point is reached. This power level is automatically
kept constant up to the time instant of 30 s where the
parallel AC line with an inductivity of 0.8 H is manually
switched off. This results in an automatic reduction of the
DC power down to a new MTP-value which is now 195.5
MW. At the instant of 43 s the AC line is manually re-
closed. The DC power increases automatically up to the
previous MTP-value of 227 MW. From the instant of 57
s on the operator actuates manually a linear decrease of
the power set value (P*) down to 214 MW. The actual
power (P) decreases correspondingly. At an instant of
72 s the AC line is again switched off. The power (P)
steps automatically down to the MTP-value of 195.5 MW
and stays there.
[0063] At the instant of 87 s the operator tries to ramp
the power up to 250 MW without drawing the proper con-
clusion from the difference between the power set value
(P*) of 214 MW and the already lower power value of
195.5 MW (P). The consequence of this operator action
is that the actual DC power decreases further, i.e. the
operating point moves along the unstable branch of the
operating curve. This lasts as long as the stability ana-
lyzer needs to detect that the operating point lies on the
unstable branch. Then the stabilizing controller 3 brings
the power back to the MTP-value of 195.5 MW und keeps
it there.
[0064] Fig. 12-1 to 12-6 hold when 5, 6 and 7 are added
to Fig. 7 resulting in Fig. 8 providing MTP-dependent
power order tracking. The controller 32 is now again the
PID-controller from above. To examine the operational
characteristics of this circuit the internal AC network volt-
age (Vi) is ramped down. The circuit provides stabiliza-
tion at operating point "B" through automatic reduction
of the DC current set value (Id*) (output of 30) by the
current change value (Δid*) (Fig. 12-5) in response to the
occurrence of "P_reduce" (Fig. 12-6). This avoids swings
around the MTP-point. The actual power (P) shown in
Fig. 12-3 is the total AC side rectifier power. The power
set value (P*) holds for the DC side of the rectifier. This
explains the initial difference between the stationary val-
ues of the power set value (P*) and the actual power (P)
around operating point "A" (Fig. 12-3 and 12-4).
[0065] Further reduction of the internal AC grid voltage
(Vi) starting at about an instant of 38 s generates swings
around the MTP-point since there is no second stage
power reduction implemented in the test circuit. Power
reduction below the MTP-level could also be initiated by
the operating personnel through manual reduction of the
power set value (P*) and activation through "command
power_down" (7) and "power change command" (8) (Fig.
8).
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[0066] Fig. 12-1 and 12-2 show the corresponding tra-
jectories of the AC grid voltage (Vgrid) and the transmis-
sion angle (delta_grid) as a function of real power (P).
The internal AC grid voltage (Vi) is continuously de-
creased. The maximum transferable power declines ac-
cordingly. Swings can be seen around the nose of the
vertical curves which are shifted to the left according to
the decreasing MTP-level. These curves together with
the quantities shown in Fig. 12-3 to 12-6 prove that over
the entire range of the applied internal grid voltage re-
duction the system remains controllable and stable. Fig.
12-6 is of particular interest since it shows the generation
of "P_reduce" and the repeatedly generated pulsed
change of the current reference value (red_Id) in re-
sponse to the inverted stability limit detection signal
(slds). Here "P_reduce" is only generated once. As said
above, staged power reduction signals could also be gen-
erated through some expansion of the power reducer 6,
thereby avoiding cycling at the stability limit.
[0067] Inverter operation of a current sourced line-
commutated converter on a weak AC grid is much less
robust than rectifier operation. This is particularly true
when the MTP-point is passed. This accelerates the in-
crease of the DC current so that commutation failures
can often not be prevented through normal current and
extinction angle control. Then special stabilizing controls
are needed. The following example demonstrates this
necessity.
[0068] Starting from a steady state operating point "A"
(Fig. 13-a) the magnitude of the power set value (P*) is
linearly increased. At "B" the MTP-point is reached and
surpassed. At "C" commutation failures occur. To prevent
commutation failures and to shift the operating point back
to the stable operating branch the DC current has to be
reduced immediately down to a value below the MTP-
current level. The Voltage Collapse Preventer Type C
(VCP-C) accomplishes this (Fig. 9). It comprises a sta-
bility analyzer 1, a current reduction value former 23, a
power change command block 24, a PID-controller 32
and an annunciator 4. Also here simulations prove the
viability of the method and the technical feasibility of this
invention. Commutation failures and voltage instability
are avoided. Starting from 200 MW the power set value
(P*) (top trace of Fig. 13-f) is linearly increased via the
power bias value (P*_bias) (24). The actual power (P)
follows the set value (P*) along track "b" up to the MTP-
limit (Fig. 13-a and 13-f). The current surpasses the MTP-
point (Fig. 13-d) since the current controller increases
the DC current to compensate for the now arising and
widening power deviation.
[0069] At operating point "c" (Fig. 13-c and 13-d) the
current increase is stopped and the current reference
value (Idref) is decreased through a sudden application
of a current reference value reduction (red_Id2) resulting
in a new current set value (Id*) (Fig. 13-d). In response
to this the power runs along track "d" down to operating
point "e" (Fig. 13-c).
[0070] Current reference value reduction is pre-se-

lectable in 23 through the input "CRV" and activated
through the stability limit detection signal (slds) via Flop-
Flop 25 (being initially in the reset status), a delay block
and a fast integrator the limit of which is set via "CRV"
(Fig. 9). The output of the integrator 27 is a quasi step
function with the pre-selectable current reduction value
"CRV" as amplitude.
[0071] Parallel to the reduced set value (Id*) at oper-
ating point "c" the power set value (P*) is frozen at the
value of 217.5 MW ("c" in Fig. 13-c) through the sam-
ple&hold block "S&H" which is triggered over an and-
gate via a SR-Flip-Flop 26. The Flip-Flop is set via the
stability limit detection signal (slds).
[0072] At an instant of 25 s the power is manually reset
to 200 MW and ramped up to a value of 210 MW which
is below the MTP-level (Fig. 13-f). The "power change
command" (manual input to 24) releases the sam-
ple&hold (S&H) from the hold status. Simultaneously at
t = 25 s the current reference value reduction (red_Id2)
becomes zero because the outputs of both the integra-
tors 27 and 28 are now identical. The operating point
moves on track "f’ from "e" to "g" (Fig. 13-c and 13-d).
[0073] After having executed its stabilizing action the
VCP is reinitialized via the "power change command"
going from "0" to "1". This command clears both the in-
tegrators 27 and 28, the integrator 27 directly and the
integrator 28 via Flip-Flop 26. The reset signal to Flip-
Flop 25 is not shown in Fig. 9. Flip-Flop 26 was already
reset through the previous power change command go-
ing from "1" to "0".
[0074] Method and means for closed loop stabilizing
control with periodic sign switching through sign reverser
2 as shown in Fig. 7 are in general also valid for an inverter
operating on a weak AC grid. And also the MTP-depend-
ent power order tracking as implemented in Fig. 8 is ap-
plicable if both the stability analyzer 1 and the stabilizing
controller 3 work fast enough so that commutation fail-
ures can be avoided. Whether this can be accomplished
depends on actual main circuit parameters, controller
speed and on the extinction angle margin chosen.
[0075] The following provides in a nonexclusive man-
ner a summary on possible areas of application for the
above described invention.
[0076] Both the AC grids (N1, N2) shown in Fig. 2-a
can be partial grids of a synchronous super grid or of
asynchronous grids. Frequently the power will come from
huge water power plants in the range of several thousand
MW. Fig. 2-b holds for the case where either a rectifier
(REC) or an inverter (INV) operates on a weak grid (N1)
and stabilizing control is executed as closed loop control
using the stability analyzer 1, the sign reverser 2 and the
stabilizing controller 3. The control output (u) of the sta-
bilizing controller 3 is always fed to the converter (INV,
REC) lying opposite to the weak grid (N1). Fig. 2-c holds
for the case where an inverter (INV) operates on a weak
AC grid (N1). When the MTP-level is surpassed imme-
diate current order reduction (Id*) is actuated through the
output (slds) of the stability analyzer 1. Stabilization is
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achieved without repetitive sign reversal by using the cur-
rent order difference (ΔId*) in the stabilizing controller 3.
The stability analyzer 1 uses real power (P) and real cur-
rent (I) flowing to or from the weak AC grid (N1). However,
these quantities are not directly measured in the weak
AC grid (N1) but are preferably measured as AC or DC
quantities at the opposite current controlling converter
(REC).

Self-commutated converter

[0077] The stability problem of the self-commutated
converter relates to the transmission angle of the net-
work. Due to the voltage control capability of the self-
commutated converter the stability problem does not
show up in the magnitude of the voltage. Without taking
any stabilizing measures the operating quantities change
cyclically according to the study results obtained above.
The diagrams 4-b and 6-b show that within the stable
operating range up to shortly before 1.4 s the real power
gradient (dP/dt) and the gradients of the reactive power
(dQ/dt) and of all currents (dI/dt) possess equal positive
signs. When surpassing the crest of the real power curve
(Fig. 4-b and 6-b) the real power gradient (dP/dt) be-
comes negative. The gradients of reactive power (Q),
reactive current (.I_reac) and apparent current (Iac) re-
main positive. The gradient of the real current (I) remains
also positive for some time in Fig. 6-b - though the mag-
nitude is relatively low.
[0078] Essential for forming the reactive power gradi-
ent is also the direction of reactive power flow. In above
mentioned diagrams positive sign of reactive power
means inductive reactive power flow to the AC grid.
[0079] Also when the operating point lies within the
negative range of reactive power, i.e., the AC grid sup-
plies reactive power, the sign of the reactive power gra-
dient (dQ/dt) is determined, with its value being positive
when the reactive power lies on the negative Q-axis and
the change of the magnitude of the reactive power (Q),
i.e. d|Q|/dt, is smaller than zero, i.e. signum (Q) times
dlQl/dt has to be formed. The gradients of the currents
are formed from their magnitudes under consideration of
their phase angles.
[0080] Through comparison of the gradients (dP/dt,
d(f(P)/dt) a binary stability limit detection signal (slds) is
formed. When the crest of the real power curve is passed
this signal indicates transmission angle instability and
impending de-synchronization of the system if no coun-
teracting measures are taken. Such countermeasures
as implemented through the circuit of Fig. 7 for the line-
commutated converter can also be used for the self-com-
mutated converter.
[0081] Fig. 10-a-1 contains a DC link with a self-com-
mutated inverter operating on a weak AC grid (N1). Cir-
cuits of Fig. 7 and Fig. 10-a-1 are identical except for:
the divider "Div_1" (30) of Fig. 7 is not needed in Fig. 10-
a-1 and the inputs to 31 are now powers instead of cur-
rents.

[0082] For a verifying simulation following quantitative
assumptions are made: real power is 3 MW and the AC
grid voltage is 4 kV /60 Hz. The DC voltage is 10 kV and
the size of the coupling inductor between converter and
AC grid is 7 mH. A high pass filter circuit tuned to 950 Hz
which is the carrier frequency of the converter supplies
reactive power of 80 kVAr at nominal voltage. The filter
keeps converter generated harmonic currents away from
the AC grid. The internal AC grid voltage is kept constant
at 4 kV. The internal grid reactance can be switched for
test purpose between 3.14 Ohm and 6.28 Ohm.
[0083] The converter terminal voltage which is identi-
cal to the AC grid voltage is controlled through the inverter
via a PID-controller with the following data: gain of the
proportional part is 0.25 V/kV, gain and time constant of
the integral part are 1 V/kV and 0.01 s, resp., and the
gain and the time constant of the derivative part are 0.8
V/kV and 0.01 s, resp.
[0084] The quantities shown in Fig. 14-a and Fig. 14-
b demonstrate that after changing the reactance from
3.14 Ohm to 6.28 Ohm shortly after 3 s the system re-
mains stable. The AC voltage is controlled to its nominal
value and the real power is decreased according to the
MTP-level which is lower than the power reference value.
Real power and reactive power are determined at the
coupling point between the inverter and the AC grid
("Calc" in Fig. 10-a-1).
[0085] The rectifier (REC) of Fig. 10-a-1 can also be a
line-commutated rectifier or some DC power source like,
e.g., a battery storage plant, fuel cell or solar cell facility.
[0086] Pulse width modulation according to Fig. 10-b
was used. A PLL-circuit synchronizes the internal inverter
voltage via the control signal e(t) with the AC grid voltage
(N1). The stabilizing function can be employed irrespec-
tive of the method used for pulse width modulation
(PWM). Whether the classic carrier frequency method or
some other kind of pulse width modulation is used is ir-
relevant for the generation of the stability limit detection
signal "slds" and its use in the stabilizing controller 3.
Also participation of the self-commutated converter in
load-frequency controls is possible as shown in the a.m.
paper on "Control and Stability of Voltage Sourced Con-
verters Feeding Power to AC Grids", see pp. 459/460.
The sign reverser has then to be placed into the load-
frequency control loop.
[0087] The following simulations were performed with
a PID-controller (32) (Fig. 10-a-1). At a stable operating
point (P = 3 MW) the grid short circuit power is reduced
through opening switch S in Fig. 1-b. In the PQ-diagram
of Fig. 1-c the operating point shifts immediately from "a"
to "b". In Fig. 14-a and 14-b the power (P) changes cor-
respondingly from 3 MW down to about 1.75 MW. Power
control brings the power back to about 2.5 MW which is
the maximum transferable power level of the AC network.
[0088] The transmission angle (phase_V1) (Fig. 14-c)
moves around 90° with the lowest value being 80° and
the maximum value being 110°. With these angle excur-
sions the lowest power value (P) can be calculated to be
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only 1.2 % lower than the maximum transferable power
level. This real power change around the MTP-level is of
acceptable size considering the fact that the system does
not collapse but that it is actually stabilized at the maxi-
mum possible power level. Fig. 14-a contains also es-
sential signals of the stability analyzer 1, which are the
output signals "diff_Q" and "diff_P" of the differentiators
10, resp. 11, the signal "crit" formed through sign com-
parison and fed to the threshold block 13 which generates
the stability limit detections signal "slds". The signal "u"
on the top trace is the angle δ* of the converter control
voltage e(t) (Fig. 10-b).
[0089] Operating at a power transmission angle
(phase_V1) between 0° and 90° means that positive or
negative real power change will cause a corresponding
reactive power change with the same sign of change.
That is, if both the first gradient (dP/dt) and the second
gradient (dQ/dt) are positive, the operating point lies in
the stable part of the grid PQ-diagram (Grid-PQ) (Fig. 1-
d). Then there is no sign reversal through sign reverser
2 (Fig. 10-a-1).
[0090] When the transmission angle (phase_V1) sur-
passes the value of 90° the real power (P) decreases
and the reactive power (Q) continuous to increase. Now
the gradients (dP/dt, dQ/dt) differ with regard to their sign.
The stability analyzer 1 (Fig. 10-a-1) provides the stability
limit detection signal (slds) which is fed to the sign re-
verser 2 to change the sign of the stabilizing controller 3
(Fig. 10-a-1).
[0091] From Fig. 1-d the basic influence of the stabi-
lizing measures on the reactive power flow (Q) of the AC
grid and on the internal inverter voltage (Vq1) (which is
proportional to the radius of the converter PQ-diagram)
can be recognized. At fully inverter controlled AC terminal
voltage (V1) the radius of the converter PQ-diagram
(Converter-PQ) assumes values which correspond to the
reactive power demand (Q) of the AC grid. This changes
the radius of the converter PQ-diagram periodically. Fig.
14-a shows a pulsating reactive power demand (Q) of
the AC grid. With respect to the apparent power "S =
SQRT(P^2 + Q^2)" the periodic increase of the reactive
power is partly compensated through lower real power.
This is reflected in the magnitude of the AC grid current
(Iac) (bottom trace of Fig. 14-a) which is proportional to
the apparent power and not proportional to the increased
reactive power.
[0092] Even if the inverter reactive power (Q) is limited,
e.g., through reaching the maximum modulation degree
or through hitting the inverter’s current limit, the angle
stabilizing function remains operable. Fig. 15-a to 15-c
demonstrate this for limited internal inverter voltage
(Vq1). The AC terminal voltage (V1) cannot be controlled
to its nominal value after the switch (S) (Fig. 1-c) is
opened. The real power (P) changes between about 2.2
MW at maximum and 2.1 MW at minimum. The difference
is about 5 % of the minimum value. The power transmis-
sion angle (phase_V1) changes between about 50° and
90°, from which a real power change of 23 % = (sin 90°

- sin 50° = 0.23) is determined. The difference between
the actually measured power change of 5 % and the cal-
culated change of 23 % can be explained as follows. At,
e.g., an instant of 4 s the AC terminal voltage (V1) is at
its maximum value but the transmission angle
(phase_V1) reaches then its minimum value. At, e.g., an
instant of 4.5 s the situation is just reverse: the voltage
is at its minimum, the angle is at its maximum. Thus,
voltage and angle changes compensate partly with re-
spect to their influence on real power (P).
[0093] The shifts around the MTP-point can be avoided
by reducing the power reference value below the MTP-
level. Manual reduction can be initiated when an alerting
signal is given, e.g., through the annunciator 4 in Fig. 10-
a-1. Automatic power reduction can be achieved by
counting the number of pulses of the stability limit detec-
tion signal (slds) (Fig. 14-d, 15-d) and a decrease of the
power by a value of, e.g., 10 % of the actually transferred
power when a certain number of pulses (e.g. 5) is
reached. Another possibility is to apply MTP-dependent
power current order reduction, analogue to the line-com-
mutated rectifier operating on a weak grid. Fig. 10-a-1 is
then complemented through blocks 5, 6, 7 and 8 as al-
ready used in Fig. 8. This yields Fig. 10-a-2. The current
signals of Fig. 8 (red_Id1, red_Id, Idref, Id*, Id, ΔId*) are
in the given sequence exchanged with power signals
(red_P1, red_P, Pref, P*, P, ΔP*).
[0094] Stability analysis and stabilizing control are also
fully intact when not abrupt but slow destabilizing events
occur. Fig. 16-a to Fig. 16-d prove this for a power refer-
ence value which is only by 0.01 MW higher than the
maximum transferable power level of 2.1 MW. Because
of this low difference the transmission system appears
to be stable for some duration, here over 25 s between
about 25 s and 50 s (Fig. 16-a). From the values of power
(P) and voltage (Vgrid) the operator cannot determine
that voltage collapse is impending. And there is no
change of a system switching state which would auto-
matically produce an alarm signal. Only automatic stabi-
lizing control can cure the problem.
[0095] Fig. 16-b shows the gradients of real power
(diff_P) and reactive power (diff_Q) and the signal "crit"
from which via the threshold block 13 (Fig. 10-a-1) the
stability limit detection signal (slds) is formed. Fig. 16-c
shows that the operating point shifts around the crest of
the power-angle curve and Fig. 16-d shows that despite
of angle values lying above the steady state stability limit
of 90° stability is not lost. Of course, also here, MTP-
dependent power reduction as described above is pos-
sible in order to avoid the swings.
[0096] According to the before described study results
reactive current (I_reac) or real current (I) instead of re-
active power (Q) can be used to form the second gradient
(df(P)/dt). Fig. 17-a and 17-b hold when reactive current
(I_reac) is used, whereby Fig. 17-a holds for limited volt-
age control capability and Fig. 17-b for unlimited voltage
control capability. Fig. 17-c holds when real current (I) is
used at limited voltage control capability. It has to be not-
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ed that real current (I) is not identical to DC current (Id).
[0097] Like the line-commutated converter also the
self-commutated converter can be equipped with a P-
controller (32) before or after the sign reverser 2. The
gain of this controller is here 1 rad/MW. A low order filter
after sign reverser 2 is necessary. The corner frequency
of this filter was adjusted to 5 Hz. Also here the power
(P) adapts itself to the maximum transferable power (Fig.
18) which for test purpose is changed trough stepwise
increase (at t = 2.3 s and t = 4.2 s) and decrease (at t =
7.3 s) of the internal grid reactance. The signal
"delta_P_switched" is the real power error after sign re-
versal switch 21.
[0098] When a rectifier operates on a weak AC grid
the stability limit detection signal (slds) is formed at the
rectifier by using the gradients (dP/dt, dQ/dt) of the real
power (P) and the reactive power (Q) (Fig. 2-e). Since
current control is exerted via the inverter the locations
for measurement and current control differ for long dis-
tance transmissions. I.e., data transmission would be re-
quired. Since, however, closed loop current control is
time critical the stability limit detection signal (slds) is not
used for sign reversal in the current control loop but is
used for an immediate reduction of the current reference
value (Id*) by the current reference value reduction
(red_Id2) analogue to Fig. 9. Through an ensuing manual
"power change command" (24) the power set value (P*)
is then manually adapted to the actual power (P). Real-
time simulations using physical communication devices
would be necessary to clarify whether the data transmis-
sion rate is sufficiently high to permit closed loop stabi-
lizing control with different locations for measurements
and control actuation.
[0099] The relationship between real power (P) and
reactive power demand (Q) of the AC grid as depicted in
Fig. 1-d holds also for a line-commutated converter when
a STATCOM controls the AC terminal voltage. At a trip
of a parallel AC line as depicted in Fig. 1-b the maximum
transferable power of the AC grid might become lower
than the actual DC power set value with the consequence
of transmission angle instability. Using the stability ana-
lyzer 1 of the self-commutated converter - with the second
gradient being formed from the reactive current (I_reac)
instead from the real current (I) - will permit stabilization.
[0100] The following summarizes in a nonexclusive
manner areas of application for the present invention re-
lating to the self-commutated converter.
[0101] The arrangements of Fig. 2-d and Fig. 2-e are
mainly used for the connection of asynchronous net-
works, for long distance transmission, but also for power
exchange between synchronous network sections if the
short circuit power shall not be increased. The stabilizing
controller 3 is located at the inverter, irrespective of
whether the rectifier (REC) or the inverter (INV) operates
on a weak AC grid. Fig. 2-d holds for an inverter operating
on a weak grid (N1). The relevant grid quantities (P, Q)
which are used for in the stability analyzer 1 are located
at the same transmission end as the stabilizing controller

3. Therefore closed loop stabilization at the MTP-point
is possible. In Fig. 2-e the inverter lies opposite to the
weak grid (N1). Therefore, no closed loop stabilizing con-
trol at the MTP-point is applied here but current or power
reduction is actuated by the stability limit detection signal
(slds).
[0102] A frequent application is the connection of a
synchronous generator driven by a wind turbine via a
frequency converter (Fig. 2-f). Then, real power and re-
active power are measured at the inverter. This permits
stabilizing closed loop control at the maximum transfer-
able power level. Connection of a double fed asynchro-
nous generator driven by a wind turbine is made via a
configuration similar to that shown in Fig. 2-d. When di-
rectly coupling a DC source via a converter to the AC
grid (Fig. 2-g) the converter operates as rectifier when
energy is stored or it operates as inverter when energy
is delivered. In both the cases closed loop stabilizing con-
trol is possible at the maximum transferable power level.
[0103] The present invention comprises furthermore a
method and an apparatus to realize automatic control for
prevention of voltage instability of High Voltage Direct
Current Transmission Systems and Frequency Convert-
ers using current sourced line-commutated converters
or voltage sourced self-commutated converters.
[0104] Yet further: Automatic recognition of the trans-
fer between the upper and lower branch of the volt-
age/power characteristic of the network through forming
gradient values and evaluating them via a threshold block
with hysteresis.
[0105] Yet further: Automatic change of the sign of the
feedback loop of the current controller when running
through the maximum transferrable power point.
[0106] Yet further: Higher frequency sign reversal pro-
viding operation at the stability limit with the maximum
possible power.
[0107] Yet further: Announciation that the maximum
transferrable power point is reached.
[0108] Yet further: Pulse-wise shifting of the operating
point from the bottom branch to the upper branch of the
voltage/power characteristic of the network with a simul-
taneous reduction of the current reference value.
[0109] Yet further: Actuation of a power reference
change with a parallel negative current pulse.
[0110] Yet further: Current reference value reduction
when detecting the stability limit.
[0111] Yet further: Reference value reduction with an
automatic compensation of a former current value reduc-
tion and taking over the actual power value or some value
below the maximum transferrable power point as new
power reference value.

Claims

1. Method for automatic stabilization of an electric pow-
er supply network system comprising a network and
at least one converter adapted to exchange maxi-
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mum transferrable power with the network by chang-
ing the real current through a stabilizing controller,
whereby the necessary direction of current change
is determined through real-time stability analysis,
wherein the stability analysis detects whether the
network system is currently in a stable or unstable
state and it provides a stability limit detection signal
identifying the stability state,
wherein the stability limit detection signal is gener-
ated by comparing the signs of gradient values of
real power with respect to time with the signs of gra-
dient values of a second real power dependent quan-
tity with respect to time and if the signs are different
the stability limit detection signal is set to a true value
and if the signs are equal the stability detection signal
is set to false
and with each change of the value of the stability
limit detection signal the feedback sign of the stabi-
lizing controller is reversed.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein: a sign reverser com-
prising two switches changes the feedback sign,
whereby the first switch is operated by the stability
limit detection signal and depending on the position
of this switch either a first or a second clock signal
operates the second switch, whereby the frequency
and the pulse durations of the clock signals are ad-
justable.

3. The method of claim 2 wherein: the network power
is adapted to maximum transferrable network power
minus an adjustable power margin by adding nega-
tive changes to the DC current set value (30, Id*);
resulting in a DC current reference value (31, Id_ref),
whereby the changes comprise a pulsed change (5,
red_Id) and a constant change (3, ΔId*) with the
pulsed change being generated via a pulse former
(51) and the constant change being obtained by di-
viding the calibrated power error (6, ΔP*) through
direct voltage (Vd), whereby the calibrated power
error is obtained through sampling and holding the
product of power error (6, P-P*) and calibration factor
(GP), whereby sampling is started via a power re-
duction signal (7, P_reduce) and hold is accom-
plished by the same but delayed signal.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein: a manual negative
change of real power by a pre-selectable magnitude
is activated through a power change command and
accompanied by a negative current pulse formed in
a second pulse former (72).

5. The method of one of claim 4, wherein: an audible
or visible alarm is actuated by the stability limit de-
tection signal.

6. Apparatus for automatic stabilization of an electric
power supply network system comprising a network

and at least one converter and, further, a real-time
stability analyzer and a stabilizing controller adapted
to exchange maximum transferrable power with the
network,
wherein the stability analyser detects whether the
network system is currently in a stable or unstable
state and it issues a stability limit detection signal
identifying the stability state, wherein the stability lim-
it detection signal is generated by comparing the
signs of gradient values of real power with respect
to time with the signs of gradient values of a second
real power dependent quantity with respect to time
and if the signs are different the stability limit detec-
tion signal is set to a true value and if the signs are
equal the stability detection signal is set to false
and with each change of the value of the stability
limit detection signal the feedback sign of the stabi-
lizing controller is reversed.

7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein: a sign reverser
comprising two switches changes the feedback sign,
whereby the first switch is operated by the stability
limit detection signal and depending on the position
of this switch either a first or a second clock signal
operates the second switch, whereby the frequency
and the pulse durations of the clock signals are ad-
justable.

8. The apparatus of claim 7 wherein: the network power
is adapted to maximum transferrable network power
minus an adjustable power margin by adding nega-
tive changes to the DC current set value (30, Id*)
resulting in a DC current reference value (31, Id_ref),
whereby the changes comprise a pulsed change (5,
red_Id) and a constant change (3, ΔId*) with the
pulsed change being generated via a pulse former
(51) and the constant change being obtained by di-
viding the calibrated power error (6, ΔP*) through
direct voltage (Vd), whereby the calibrated power
error is obtained through sampling and holding the
product of power error (6, P-P*) and calibration factor
(GP), whereby sampling is started via a power re-
duction signal (7, P_reduce) and hold is accom-
plished by the same but delayed signal.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein: a manual nega-
tive change of real power by a pre-selectable mag-
nitude is activated through a power change com-
mand and accompanied by a negative current pulse
formed in a second pulse former (72).

10. The apparatus of one of claim 9 wherein: an audible
or visible alarm is actuated by the stability limit de-
tection signal.
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Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur automatischen Stabilisierung eines
Netzsystems für elektrische Energieversorgung,
umfassend ein Netz und zumindest einen Stromrich-
ter, der dafür angepasst ist, eine maximal übertrag-
bare Leistung mit dem Netz auszutauschen, indem
der Wirkstrom durch einen Stabilisierungsregler ver-
ändert wird, wobei die erforderliche Richtung der
Stromänderung durch eine Echtzeit-Stabilitätsana-
lyse bestimmt wird,
wobei die Stabilitätsanalyse detektiert, ob sich das
Netzsystem momentan in einem stabilen oder insta-
bilen Zustand befindet, und ein Stabilitätslimitdetek-
tionssignal bereitstellt, das den Stabilitätszustand
identifiziert,
wobei das Stabilitätslimitdetektionssignal generiert
wird, indem die Vorzeichen von Gradientenwerten
von Wirkleistung nach der Zeit mit den Vorzeichen
von Gradientenwerten einer zweiten von der Wirk-
leistung abhängigen Größe nach der Zeit verglichen
werden, und das Stabilitätsgrenzdetektionssignal
auf einen Wahr-Wert eingestellt wird, wenn die Vor-
zeichen unterschiedlich sind, und das Stabilitäts-
grenzdetektionssignal auf falsch gestellt wird, wenn
die Vorzeichen gleich sind
und mit jedem Wechsel des Wertes des Stabilitäts-
limitdetektionssignals das Rückkopplungsvorzei-
chen des Stabilisierungsreglers umgekehrt wird.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei: ein Vorzeiche-
numschalter, welcher zwei Schalter umfasst, das
Rückkopplungsvorzeichen ändert, wodurch der ers-
te Schalter durch das Stabilitätslimitdetektionssignal
betätigt wird und, je nach Stellung dieses Schalters,
entweder ein erstes oder ein zweites Taktsignal den
zweiten Schalter betätigt, wobei die Frequenz und
die Impulsdauern der Taktsignale verstellbar sind.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei: die Netzleistung
an eine maximal übertragbare Netzleistung minus
einer einstellbaren Leistungsspanne angepasst
wird, indem negative Änderungen dem Gleichstrom-
sollwert (30, Id*) hinzugefügt werden, was einen
Gleichstromreferenzwert (31, Id_ref) zur Folge hat,
wodurch die Änderungen eine impulsartige Ände-
rung (5, red_Id) und eine konstante Änderung (3,
ΔId*) umfassen, wobei die impulsartige Änderung
über einen Impulsformer (51) generiert wird und die
konstante Änderung durch Dividieren des kalibrier-
ten Leistungsfehlers (6, ΔP*) durch die Gleichspan-
nung (Vd) gewonnen wird, wodurch der kalibrierte
Leistungsfehler durch Abtasten und Halten des Pro-
dukts aus Leistungsfehler (6, P-P*) und Kalibrierfak-
tor (GP) gewonnen wird, wodurch das Abtasten über
ein Leistungsreduktionssignal (7, P_reduce) gestar-
tet wird und das Halten durch dasselbe, jedoch ver-
zögerte Signal erfolgt.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3, wobei: eine manuelle
negative Änderung der Wirkleistung um eine voraus-
wählbare Größe durch einen Leistungsänderungs-
befehl aktiviert wird und durch einen negativen Stro-
mimpuls, der in einem zweiten Impulsformer (72) ge-
bildet wird, begleitet wird.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei: durch das Sta-
bilitätslimitdetektionssignal ein akustischer oder op-
tischer Alarm betätigt wird.

6. Vorrichtung zur automatischen Stabilisierung eines
Netzsystems für elektrische Energieversorgung,
umfassend ein Netz und zumindest einen Stromrich-
ter und darüber hinaus einen Echtzeit-Stabilitätsa-
nalysator sowie einen Stabilisierungsregler, der da-
für angepasst ist, eine maximal übertragbare Leis-
tung mit dem Netz auszutauschen,
wobei der Stabilitätsanalysator detektiert, ob sich
das Netzsystem momentan in einem stabilen oder
instabilen Zustand befindet, und ein Stabilitätslimit-
detektionssignal ausgibt, das den Stabilitätszustand
identifiziert,
wobei das Stabilitätslimitdetektionssignal generiert
wird, indem die Vorzeichen von Gradientenwerten
von Wirkleistung nach der Zeit mit den Vorzeichen
von Gradientenwerten einer zweiten von der Wirk-
leistung abhängigen Größe nach der Zeit verglichen
werden, und das Stabilitätslimitdetektionssignal auf
einen Wahr-Wert eingestellt wird, wenn die Vorzei-
chen unterschiedlich sind, und das Stabilitätslimit-
detektionssignal auf falsch gestellt wird, wenn die
Vorzeichen gleich sind
und mit jedem Wechsel des Wertes des Stabilitäts-
limitdetektionssignals das Rückkopplungsvorzei-
chen des Stabilisierungsreglers umgekehrt wird.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 6, wobei: ein Vorzeiche-
numschalter, welcher zwei Schalter umfasst, das
Rückkopplungsvorzeichen ändert, wodurch der ers-
te Schalter durch das Stabilitätslimitdetektionssignal
betätigt wird und, je nach Stellung dieses Schalters,
entweder ein erstes oder ein zweites Taktsignal den
zweiten Schalter betätigt, wodurch die Frequenz und
die Impulsdauern der Taktsignale verstellbar sind.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 7, wobei: die Netzleis-
tung an eine maximal übertragbare Netzleistung mi-
nus einer einstellbaren Leistungsspanne angepasst
wird, indem negative Änderungen dem Gleichstrom-
sollwert (30, Id*) hinzugefügt werden, was einen
Gleichstromreferenzwert (31, Id_ref) zur Folge hat,
wodurch die Änderungen eine impulsartige Ände-
rung (5, red_Id) und eine konstante Änderung (3,
ΔId*) umfassen, wobei die impulsartige Änderung
über einen Impulsformer (51) generiert wird und die
konstante Änderung durch Dividieren des kalibrier-
ten Leistungsfehlers (6, ΔP*) durch die Gleichspan-
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nung (Vd) gewonnen wird, wodurch der kalibrierte
Leistungsfehler durch Abtasten und Halten des Pro-
dukts aus Leistungsfehler (6, P-P*) und Kalibrierfak-
tor (GP) gewonnen wird, wodurch das Abtasten über
ein Leistungsreduktionssignal (7, P_reduce) gestar-
tet wird und das Halten durch dasselbe, jedoch ver-
zögerte Signal erfolgt.

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei: eine manuelle
negative Änderung der Wirkleistung um eine voraus-
wählbare Größe durch einen Leistungsänderungs-
befehl aktiviert wird und durch einen negativen Stro-
mimpuls, der in einem zweiten Impulsformer (72) ge-
bildet wird, begleitet wird.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, wobei: durch das Sta-
bilitätslimitdetektionssignal ein akustischer oder op-
tischer Alarm betätigt wird.

Revendications

1. Procédé destiné à stabiliser de manière automatique
un système de réseau d’alimentatio1n en énergie
électrique, comprenant un réseau et au moins un
convertisseur qui est conçu pour échanger avec le
réseau une puissance maximale transférable en ce
que le courant actif est modifié par un régulateur de
stabilisation, de sorte que le sens dans lequel le cou-
rant doit être modifié est déterminé par une analyse
de stabilité en temps réel,
lors duquel l’analyse de stabilité détecte si le systè-
me de réseau se trouve présentement dans un état
stable ou instable et fournit un signal de détection
de limite de stabilité qui identifie l’état de stabilité,
lors duquel le signal de détection de limite de stabilité
est généré en ce que les signes de valeurs de gra-
dient de puissance active en fonction du temps sont
comparés avec les signes de valeurs de gradient
d’une deuxième grandeur dépendant de la puissan-
ce active en fonction du temps, et en ce que le signal
de détection de limite de stabilité est réglé à une
valeur vraie lorsque les signes sont différents et en
ce que le signal de détection de limite de stabilité est
réglé sur faux lorsque les signes sont identiques
et en ce qu’à chaque changement de la valeur du
signal de détection de limite de stabilité, le signe de
rétroaction du régulateur de stabilisation est inversé.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, lors duquel un in-
verseur de signe comprenant deux commutateurs
modifie le signe de rétroaction, de sorte que le pre-
mier commutateur est actionné par le signal de dé-
tection de limite de stabilité et que, selon la position
dudit commutateur, soit un premier, soit un deuxiè-
me signal d’horloge actionne le deuxième commu-
tateur, de sorte que la fréquence et la durée d’im-
pulsion des signaux d’horloge sont ajustables.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, lors duquel la puis-
sance de réseau est adaptée à une puissance de
réseau maximale transférable moins une marge de
puissance réglable en ce que des changements né-
gatifs sont ajoutés à la valeur de consigne du courant
continu (30, Id*), ce qui donne une valeur de réfé-
rence du courant continu (31, Id_ref), de sorte que
les changements comprennent un changement sous
forme d’impulsion (5, red_Id) et un changement
constant (3, ΔId*), le changement sous forme d’im-
pulsion étant généré par un conformateur d’impul-
sions (51) et le changement constant étant obtenu
en divisant l’erreur de puissance calibrée (6, ΔP*)
par la tension continue (Vd), de sorte que l’erreur de
puissance calibrée est obtenue par échantillonnage
et maintien du produit de l’erreur de puissance (6,
P-P*) et du facteur de calibration (GP), de sorte que
l’échantillonnage est initié par un signal de réduction
de puissance (7, P_reduce) et que le maintien est
réalisé par le même signal, mais retardé.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, lors duquel un
changement négatif manuel de la puissance active
selon une grandeur présélectionnable est activé par
une instruction de changement de puissance et est
accompagné d’une impulsion de courant négative
qui est formée dans un deuxième conformateur d’im-
pulsions (72).

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, lors duquel une
alarme acoustique ou optique est actionnée par le
signal de détection de limite de stabilité.

6. Dispositif destiné à stabiliser de manière automati-
que un système de réseau d’alimentation en énergie
électrique, comprenant un réseau et au moins un
convertisseur et, en outre, un analyseur de stabilité
en temps réel ainsi qu’un régulateur de stabilisation
qui est conçu pour échanger avec le réseau une puis-
sance maximale transférable,
dans lequel l’analyseur de stabilité détecte si le sys-
tème de réseau se trouve présentement dans un état
stable ou instable et transmet un signal de détection
de limite de stabilité qui identifie l’état de stabilité,
lors duquel le signal de détection de limite de stabilité
est généré en ce que les signes de valeurs de gra-
dient de puissance active en fonction du temps sont
comparés avec les signes de valeurs de gradient
d’une deuxième grandeur dépendant de la puissan-
ce active en fonction du temps, et en ce que le signal
de détection de limite de stabilité est réglé à une
valeur vraie lorsque les signes sont différents et en
ce que le signal de détection de limite de stabilité est
réglé sur faux lorsque les signes sont identiques
et en ce qu’à chaque changement de la valeur du
signal de détection de limite de stabilité, le signe de
rétroaction du régulateur de stabilisation est inversé.
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7. Dispositif selon la revendication 6, dans lequel un
inverseur de signe comprenant deux commutateurs
modifie le signe de rétroaction, de sorte que le pre-
mier commutateur est actionné par le signal de dé-
tection de limite de stabilité et que, selon la position
dudit commutateur, soit un premier, soit un deuxiè-
me signal d’horloge actionne le deuxième commu-
tateur, de sorte que la fréquence et la durée d’im-
pulsion des signaux d’horloge sont ajustables.

8. Dispositif selon la revendication 7, dans lequel la
puissance de réseau est adaptée à une puissance
de réseau maximale transférable moins une marge
de puissance réglable en ce que des changements
négatifs sont ajoutés à la valeur de consigne du cou-
rant continu (30, Id*), ce qui donne une valeur de
référence du courant continu (31, Id_ref), de sorte
que les changements comprennent un changement
sous forme d’impulsion (5, red_Id) et un changement
constant (3, ΔId*), le changement sous forme d’im-
pulsion étant généré par un conformateur d’impul-
sions (51) et le changement constant étant obtenu
en divisant l’erreur de puissance calibrée (6, ΔP*)
par la tension continue (D), de sorte que l’erreur de
puissance calibrée est obtenue par échantillonnage
et maintien du produit de l’erreur de puissance (6,
P-P*) et du facteur de calibration (GP), de sorte que
l’échantillonnage est initié par un signal de réduction
de puissance (7, P_reduce) et que le maintien est
réalisé par le même signal, mais retardé.

9. Dispositif selon la revendication 8, dans lequel un
changement négatif manuel de la puissance active
selon une grandeur présélectionnable est activé par
une instruction de changement de puissance et est
accompagné d’une impulsion de courant négative
qui est formée dans un deuxième conformateur d’im-
pulsions (72).

10. Dispositif selon la revendication 9, dans lequel une
alarme acoustique ou optique est actionnée par le
signal de détection de limite de stabilité.
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